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8 things you need to know

1. The rules (and where to find them).
2. The difference between an 

appealable and a non-appealable 
judgment 

3. The difference between an appeal 
and a supervisory-writ application

4. What kinds of judgments are good 
candidates for a supervisory writ

8 things you need to know

5. Your deadlines
6. The record is everything
7. The La. Supreme Court’s writ-grant 

considerations (and their 
importance)

8. How to continually improve as an 
appellate advocate
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#1 The rules
(and where to find them)

• Code of Civil Procedure
• Code of Criminal Procedure
• Rules of Supreme Court of La.
• Uniform Rules of Courts of Appeal
• Local Rules

#1 The rules
(and where to find them)

#1 The rules
(and where to find them)

• La. Statutes Annotated (Green 
books), Revised Statutes vol. 8

• West’s Louisiana Rules of Court—
State

• Web sites
–Louisiana Supreme Court
–Each circuit court’s web site
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#2 Which judgments are 
appealable?

• Why this is important
–Different procedure (appeal v. 

supervisory writ)
–Different deadlines

#2 Which judgments are 
appealable?

• Final judgment in whole
• Partial final judgment under CCP 1915(A)
• Partial final judgment under CCP 1915(B) 

if certified by trial court
• Other judgments as provided by statute
• N.B: Judgments that cause irreparable 

injury are no longer appealable.

Warning

World’s worst PowerPoint slide ahead
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#3 Difference between appeal 
and supervisory writ

• Appeal
– Matter of right
– Applies to appealable 

judgment
– Begun by obtaining an 

order of appeal
– Deadline runs from 

expiration of new-trial/ 
jnov deadline or 
decision on timely filed 
motion for JNOV or new 
trial

– Requires trial-court 
record

• Supervisory writ
– Matter of court’s 

discretion
– Applies to non-

appealable judgment
– Begun by giving notice 

of intent
– Deadline runs from 

notice of adverse 
decision. “Motion for 
new trial” will not stop 
the clock

– Record not sent up. 
Decision based on 
whatever is attached to 
writ application

#4 Which judgments are good 
candidates for supervisory 

review?

• Irreparable injury

• Herlitz Constr. Co. v. Hotel 
Investors of New Iberia, 396 So.2d 
878 (La. 1981)

1. Judgment is arguably incorrect
2. Reversal will terminate the litigation
3. No factual dispute to resolve

#4 Which judgments are good 
candidates for supervisory 

review?

Oct. 14, 2008
• “Writ denied. This court declines to 

exercise its supervisory jurisdiction. 
Relator has an adequate remedy by 
review on appeal after a final 
judgment on the merits.”
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#5 Deadlines

• Appeal
–30 days for suspensive, 60 days for 

devolutive
–Runs from expiration of new-trial or 

JNOV delay, or decision of timely filed 
motion for JNOV or new trial

#5 Deadlines

• Supervisory-writ application (Rule 4-3)
– Runs from notice of judgment

• A Writ in Time, 51 La. B. J. 338 (Feb.-Mar. 2004)
• La. C.C.P. art. 1914
• A “motion for new trial” does not stop the clock.

– Generally within 30 days, you must
• File notice of intent to seek supervisory writ
• Obtain return date from trial judge
• File writ application within return date

#5 Deadlines

• Writ application to La. Supreme 
Court
–30 days, no extensions
–Runs from:

• Court of appeal’s decision
• Court of appeal’s decision on rehearing, if 

timely motion for rehearing filed
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#5 Deadlines

• Rehearing: 14 days
– Court of appeal: CCP 2166(A), Rule 2-18.2.
– Supreme Court: CCP 2167, Rule IX

• Aside: no rehearing from writ denial
– LSC Rule IX § 6
– Unif. R. 2-18.7
– See these rules for other restrictions on 

rehearing.

#6 The record is everything

#6 The record is everything

“Arguing about the law in the abstract is interesting 
and fun, but what wins cases is the lawyer’s 
ability to marshal the facts littered over an 
extensive trial court record in a way that’s 
consistent with favorable controlling authority…. 
In real-life appellate advocacy, the record plays a 
key role, and the lawyer’s mastery of the 
record—or lack thereof—often makes he 
difference between winning and losing.”

- Judge Alex Kozinski, In Praise of Moot Court—Not!, 97 
Colum. L. Rev. 178, 189 (1997).
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The Supremes

The Supremes

#7 La. Supreme Court’s writ-
grant considerations (Rule X)

1. Conflicting decisions
2. Significant unresolved issue of law
3. Overruling or modification of 

controlling precedents
4. Erroneous interpretation or 

application of constitution or laws, 
plus …

5. Gross departure from proper 
judicial proceedings
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#6 La. Supreme Court’s writ-
grant considerations

• Why important? Read Boudreaux v. 
State, 815 So.2d 7 (La. 2002).

#6 La. Supreme Court’s writ-
grant considerations

• Why important? Read Boudreaux v. 
State, 815 So.2d 7 (La. 2002).

#6 La. Supreme Court’s writ-
grant considerations

• Why important? Read Boudreaux v. 
State, 815 So.2d 7 (La. 2002).

X
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Aside: Louisiana’s quirky 
citation rule

Wrong:
Boudreaux v. State, 815 So.2d 7 (La. 2002)

Correct:
Boudreaux v. State, 2001-1329 (La. 2/26/02), 815 

So.2d 7.

– Vendor-neutral citations of cases decided from 1994 
forward:

• LSC Rules, Part G, General Administrative Rules, § 8
• Unif. R. 2-12.4.

– In La. courts of appeal, give parallel citations to U.S. 
Supreme Court decisions.

#8 The lifelong pursuit of 
excellent in appellate advocacy
• Books

–Bryan A. Garner, The Winning Brief
–Ruggero J. Aldisert, Winning on Appeal

• Seminars
–Anything by Bryan A. Garner
–DRI appellate seminars (www.dri.org)

#7 The lifelong pursuit of 
excellence in appellate 

advocacy
• Organizations

–DRI Appellate Advocacy Committee
–ABA

• Judicial Division, Council of Appellate 
Lawyers

• Litigation Section, Appellate Practice 
Committee

• TTIPS (Torts, Trial and Insurance Practice 
Section), Appellate Advocacy Committee


